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Abstract

nation proves to be quite straightforward and similar
to previous work. We encountered a more interesting
scientific challenge in choosing a secure scheme for
the equivalent of the decoding step. The decoding
step consists of traversing the dynamic programming
data structures backward to detect the assignments
that generate the winning alternative. What seems
to be the straightforward arithmetic circuit translation reveals results before the end of the computation,
compromising security. We show how to develop an
arithmetic circuit comprising all processing until the
end of the computation.

In general, Constraint Optimization Problems (COP)
are NP-hard.
Using variable elimination techniques [5, 13] COPs can be solved with computation
that is exponential only in the induced-width of the
constraint graph (given some order on the nodes), i.e.
smaller than n. Orders on nodes allowing for some
parallelism are offered by Depth First Search (DFS)
trees of the constraint graph [3, 13].
Any arithmetic circuit can be compiled into a general secure multi-party computation where no participant learns anything except for the result [1, 8].
We show in [25] that a secure combinatorial problem solver must necessarily pick the result randomly
among optimal solutions, to be really secure. We
recently developed SMC [19], the first programming language that translates [1]’s theory into practice. SMC also supports constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), but additional techniques were revealed
needed to offer acceptably efficient support for COPs.
In [24] we proposed arithmetic circuits for solving
COPs but which are exponential in the number of
variables, n, for any constraint graph.
Here we show how to construct an arithmetic circuit with the complexity properties of DFS-based
variable elimination, and that finds a random optimal
solution for any COP. For forest constraint graphs,
this leads to a linear cost secure solver. Developing an arithmetic circuit performing the operations
of the dynamic programming step in variable elimi1 Significant
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Introduction

Combinatorial optimization occurs in many situations. One important formalism for modeling combinatorial optimization is the constraint optimization problem (COP). A constraint optimization problem (X,D,C) is defined by a set of variables, X =
{x1 , ..., xm }, with domains from a corresponding set
D = {D1 , ..., Dm }, and a set of weighted constraints
C = {φ0 , ..., φm }, each such constraint φi specifying a distinct cost associated with each assignment
of values to a subset Xi of X.
An assignment is a pair hxi , vi where v ∈ Di . We
will assume that Di = [1..ki ]. A solution of the COP
is a tuple of assignments ε with values for each variable in X such that the sum of the weights associated by the constraints in C to ε is maximized (minimized). The Cartesian product of the domains for
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Pn
s = k=1 [s]k . Addition of additively shared secrets is done with [s1 + s2 ]k = [s1 ]k + [s2 ]k . Multiplication is done using oblivious transfers [8].

a set of variables X ′ is denoted ΓX ′ . Without loss
of generality we assume that by optimal solution we
understand the solution with maximal weight. If we
denote the projection of a tuple ε on a set of variables
Xi by ε|Xi , then the solution is:
X
argmax
φi (ε|Xi )
ε∈ΓX

• secure test [4]: δ(x) returns 1 if x = 0 and 0
otherwise.
• secure Kronecker’s δ [9, 4]: δK (x, y) = δ(x − y)
returns 1 if x = y and 0 otherwise.

φi ∈C

A distributed COP (DCOP) arises when some constraints are functions of secrets own by some agents
from a set A = {A1 , ..., An }. Without loss of generality we assume that φ0 is the only public constraint
and that Xm , the set of variables in φm , contains besides xm only variables xi with i < m. Note that
such a formulation can be obtained from any DCOP
by building a Depth First Search (DFS) tree, introduced later and composing the constraints such that
there remains a single constraint per variable (with
her ancestors in the tree).
Our work employs the following secure multi-party
computation techniques:

• secure comparison [4]: cmp(x, y) returns 0 if x <
y and 1 otherwise.
• secure max: max(x, y) = cmp(x, y) ∗ (x − y) + y.
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DCOPs have been addressed with various techniques
that differ both in efficiency and in their privacy guarantees. Previous techniques seeking the strongest
privacy guarantees are based on secure multi-party
computation and scan several times the whole search
space, i.e. Cartesian product of domains in D, once
for each possible total weight [24]. An optimization protocol specialized on generalized Vickrey auctions and based on dynamic programming is proposed in [27] and is significantly more efficient, but
does not randomize the selection of the solution,
needed for reaching the highest level of privacy [25].
DPOP, a dynamic programming algorithm for solving (D)COPs was proposed in [13] and consists of a
Viterbi-like combination of a maximization and decoding [26]. The algorithm in [13] can also be seen
as a clever heuristic for variable elimination [5], or as
a parallelization of ADOPT [11], and is based on a
different concept of privacy [22].

• polynomial secret sharing [15]: Each participant k out of n participants receives hsitk =
P
s + ti=1 ai k i , where ai is a secret random number. The secret can be reconstructed with the
collaboration
of t + 1 participants using s =
Pt+1
t
,
l
hsi
k where lk,t are the corresponding
k=1 k,t
Lagrange coefficients.
• addition of shared secrets [1]:
hs1 itk + hs2 itk

Background

hs1 + s2 itk =

• resharing shared secrets [1]: To reshare a shared
secret hsit with another threshold t′ , each share
hsitk is also shared with (t′ , n)-polynomial shar′
′
ing scheme, and hsitk is constructed with hsitk =
Pt+1
′
t t
i=1 li,t hhsii ik .

2.1

Variable Elimination

• multiplication of shared secrets [1]: hs1 ∗ s2 i2t
k =
Variable Elimination is a principled technique for
hs1 itk ∗ hs2 itk .
complexity reduction in COPs. It consists of replac• arithmetic circuit evaluation with additive secret ing all the constraints (objective functions) linked to
sharing [8]: Each participant k, k > 1 out of a variable chosen for elimination by the projection
n participants receives [s]k = ai where ai is a of their composition on the remaining variables. A
random number. Participant 1 gets [s]1 = s − heuristic for selecting the variables to be eliminated
P
n
i=2 ai . The secret could be reconstructed with next is provided by the DFS tree [13].
2

2.2

DFS tree

• Fx be the parent of x (in Figure 1.b Fx5 = x3 ).
If x is the root node of the tree then Fx = ∅.

The primal graph of a COP is the graph having the
variables as nodes and having an arc for each pair of
• Sx be the children of x (in Figure 1.c Sx3 =
variables linked by a constraint [6]. A Depth First
{x1 , x4 }).
Search (DFS) tree associated to a COP is a spanning
• Px be the neighbor ancestors of x (in Figure 1.c
tree generated by the arcs used for visiting once each
Px2 = {x1 , x5 }).
node during some depth first traversal of its primal
graph. DFS trees were first successfully used for Dis• Gx be the induced parents of x, i.e., ancestors
tributed Constraint problems in [3]. The property
that are neighbors for x or for some descendant
exploited there is that separate branches of the DFSof x (in Figure 1.c Gx1 = {x3 , x5 }, since x5 is
tree are completely independent once the assignments
the neighboring ancestor of the descendant x2 ).
of common ancestors are decided. Two examples of
In this work we do not address heuristics for buildDFS trees for a COP primal graph are shown in Figing
DFS trees, but consider that such a tree is proure 1.
vided.
Definition 1 (neighbor nodes) The nodes directly connected to a node in a primal graph are said
2.3 DFS-based Variable Elimination
to be its neighbors.
A heuristic for selecting the order to eliminate variIn Figure 1.a, the neighbors of x3 are {x1 , x5 , x4 }.
ables based on exploiting the DFS-tree is proposed
Definition 2 (ancestor nodes) The ancestors of in [13]. The idea is that before eliminating a node in
a node are the nodes on the path between it and the the DFS tree one should first eliminate its children.
In a centralized approach, such an order could be genroot of the DFS tree, inclusively.
erated by either a postorder traversal or a reversed
In Figure 1.b, the ancestors of x2 are {x5 , x3 }, while level-order traversal. This heuristic guarantees that
x3 has no ancestors.
the arity of the largest constraint that will be added
Definition 3 (descendants nodes) The descen- to the problem (and therefore the complexity of the
dants of a node are its children in the DFS tree, as algorithm) is bounded by the distance between two
well as the children of any other of its descendants. neighbors in the DFS tree. This is bounded by the
depth of the tree and potentially much smaller than
In Figure 1.c, the descendants of x3 are {x1 , x4 , x2 }, n. The advantage of this heuristic is that the quality
while x2 has no descendants.
of an elimination order can be easily evaluated.
A neighboring ancestor of a node is any node that is
both a neighbor in the primal graph and an ancestor
2.4 Random selection and security
in the used DFS tree. Considering the DFS tree as a
reverse order on the constraint graph, we adapt the We prove in [25] that a constraint satisfaction probtypical definition of the induced width [6] as follows. lem solver is not secure if it does not pick the answer
The induced width of a node x in the DFS tree is randomly among the existing solutions. Those proofs
the number of ancestors that are neighboring x or apply straightforwardly to optimization, and a consome of its descendants. The induced width of a DFS straint optimization problem solver is not secure if it
tree is given by the maximum induced width of all does not pick the answer randomly among the existits nodes. Several heuristics had been used in the ing solutions.
past for building DFS trees with reduced width, a
The solutions we proposed were based on shuffling
preferred optimal technique consisting of a branch & the search space prior to solving, such that the solvbound procedure.
ing is done with an order unknown to any particiWe use the following notation. Let:
pant. We propose several uniform and non-uniform
3
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Figure 1: For a COP with primal graph depicted in (a), two possible DFS trees (pseudotrees) are (b) and
(c) with induced width 2. The interrupted lines show constraint graph neighboring relations that do not
belong to the DFS tree.

2.5

shuffling techniques in [21]. The result of the computation will be unshuffled prior to revelation to the
participants. Shuffling can be performed using a mixnet, build from the participants [2, 10, 21], i.e., where
each participant applies a secret permutation on the
secrets in turn.

Secure Optimization

A secure optimization algorithm for DCOP is proposed in [24]. It chooses randomly one of the values
with the optimal value and reveals the total weight of
the solution and the corresponding assignments only
if desired and only to agreed participants. To ensure
random selection of the solution, shuffling of values is
done prior to solving. The result of the computation
will be unshuffled. In [18] it is shown how to make the
selection with a uniform random distribution. However, the complete versions of these techniques are
always exponential in the size of the search space (as
left after applying any pruning defined by the public
constraints).
In the following we show how to formulate arithmetic circuits for securely computing an optimal solution of a DCOP using DFS-based Variable Elimination. As in the non-secure version, the algorithm has
two parts, an (upward) dynamic programming step,
and a (downward) decoding step.

Remark 1 The fact that a mix-net leads to a random solution holds for an agent (or a set of agents)
only if the ’other’ agents shuffle all variables.
If at least one agent does not shuffle a variable, this
does not hold for the sub-group that shuffle, and the
benefit of the shuffling is completely lost
Theorem 1 All agents must be involved in shuffling
each variable’s domain of a problem.
Proof. If some agent Ai does not shuffle the domain of
a variable xj , then all the other agents can make a coalition, find the order on xj with which the problem was
solved, and learn a set of values of xj for which there is
no optimal solution. Eliminating xj for those values from
their constraints leads to a projection of their constraint
on the remaining variables, X ′ , from which they can infer bounds on Ai ’s costs on those remaining variables X ′
(lower bounds at minimization respectively upper bounds
at maximization).

3

Arithmetic Circuits

The data structure we employ as well as their usage is depicted graphically in Figure 2. Continuous
lines show arcs in the used DFS tree. Interrupted
4

ing ancestors, associated to the variable in the initial
problem. Constraints shown on arcs are the result
of projections of the child’s aggregated constraint on
the variables of its induced parents. Constraints inside a node are obtained by composing the original
constraint of the node, situated below, to the projected constraints coming along arcs from children.
For each node xi there is a separate set of data
structures WFxxi , Wxxii , Wxi , representing projected,
i
original and composed constraints. These data structures are accessed by indexing with partial assignment of variables. They are implementable as multidimensional matrices, where Wxxii has |Xi | dimensions
(one for each variable in Xi ), WFxxi has |Gxi | dimeni
sions (one for each variable in Gxi ), and Wxi has
|Gxi | + 1 dimensions (one for xi and one for each
variable in Gxi ).
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• Wxxii holds φi , namely the local cost associated
to each combination of assignments of xi and
neighboring ancestors of xi .
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• Wxi holds the cumulated cost associated by φi
and the projection of the constraints of all its
children to each assignment of xi and induced
parents of xi , Gxi ∪ {xi }.

x3
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x1
Wxx33
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• WFxxi holds the cumulated cost associated by φi
i
and the projection of the constraints of all its
children to each assignment of induced parents
of xi , Gxi .

x4
W x4

x4
x3
x2

On the upward path in the DFS tree, for each node
xi one computes for each assignment S of the induced
parents Gx :

x4
Wx4

Figure 2: Data structures in the Upward computation for a problem with 4 variables.

WFxxi [S] =
i

max(Wxxii [hxi , vi ∪ S|Pxi ] +
X
(Wxyi [(S ∪ {hxi , vi})|Gy ]))

v∈Di

y∈Sxi
lines show arcs not belonging to the DFS tree. Constraints are depicted as vectors whose columns are
selected by the possible values of the combination of
The value W∅r , where r is the index of the root
involved variables. Constraints depicted below nodes node, is the weight of the optimal solution. The steps
are the ones between the variable and its neighbor- of computation are detailed in the Algorithm 1.
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procedure Upward(xi ) do
foreach (y ∈ Sxi ) do
// recursive call for each child;
Upward(y);
foreach tuple ε ∈ ΓGxi ∪{xi } do
// compose costs for the same
P tuple;
Wxi [ε] = Wxxii [ε|{xi }∪Pxi ]+ y∈Sx (Wxyi [ε|Gy ];
i

foreach tuple ε ∈ ΓGxi do
// project composed constraint onto induced parents;
WFxxi [ε] = max(Wxi [ε ∪ hxi , vi]);
i

v∈Di

Algorithm 1: Arithmetic circuit for the upward (dynamic programming) step. At the first call, the parameter
xi is the root, r, of the DFS tree. It would have to be called several times for disconnected graphs.

3.1

Unsecure decoding of solution

3.2

Secure decoding of solution

The data structures proposed for the secure downward computation (decoding) are again similar for
If we also want to reveal the assignment with the op- each node. At node xi we store:
timal value, it can be done with the following arith• dxi is a shared secret vector of |Di | boolean valmetic circuit, for the downward path (e.g., level-order
ues, dxi [v] = 1 indicating the selection of the
traversal from root).
corresponding value v of Di . Only one value can
be set to 1, the others being 0.
The value of the whole tree, Vr , is the shared se• Vxi is the shared secret weight associated to the
cret W∅r computed at the upward step. At variable
selected optimal solution by the subtree with
xi with subtree value Vxi , for each tuple ε with value
root xi .
W’ in the structure Wxi at assignments equal to the
ones selected at previous levels, compute and reveal
After performing the upward computation of dyδK (Vxi , W ′ ). If the result is 1, the corresponding as- namic programming, we can decode the solution sesignment of xi in ε is selected, and the corresponding curely during a preorder or level-order traversal of the
values Vy in Wxyi for each child variable y ∈ Sxi is tree. On visiting each node x , a procedure is run to
i
selected as value of the subtree with root y.
compute securely the shared secret assignment of x
i

using the shared secret assignments of the induced
parents, dp , for p ∈ Gxi , and the shared secret selected weight of this variable, Vxi . The procedure also
computes the inputs for the next recursive procedure
calls, at the descendents of xi , namely the shared secret selected weight Vy of each child y ∈ Sxi .

The problems with this approach, of revealing the
solution, is that the algorithm cannot be used in cases
where the solution of the COP is only an intermediary computation [16]. In that kind of application
the revelation of the intermediary results on each involved optimization is a leak of a secret that should
v−1
not have been disclosed. Besides, this revelation of
X
[v]
=
1
−
dxi [k]
h
xi
some results before others could be computed offers
k=1
opportunities to some participants to stop cooperating after they learn secrets and before reaching a
hxi [v] is 1 if there is no optimal value for xi before
conclusion [7]. We fix this in the following algorithm. v, and 0 otherwise.
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procedure Downward(COP,W∗∗ ,Vr ) do
foreach variable xi in the COP do
ζxi [∅] = 1;
while xi ← get In PreOrder Next(DFS(COP)) do
foreach v ∈ Di P
do
v−1
hxi [v] = 1 − P
k=1 dxi [k];
dxi [v] = hxi [v] ε∈ΓG ∪{x } ,ε|{x } =v ζxi [ε|Gxi ]δK (Vxi , Wxi [ε]);
xi

1.1

i

i

foreach y ∈ Sxi do
// Compute ζy [ε] with Eq. 2 (or Eq. 1);
if cost(|Gy | − 2 multiplications) > cost(d|Gxi \Gy | additions) then
foreach ε ∈ ΓGy do
P
ζy [ε] = dxi [ε|{xi } ]((Gxi == ∅)?1 : ε′ ∈ΓGx ,ε′ =ε ζxi [ε′ ]);
i

|Gy

else
foreach ε ∈
QΓGy do
ζy [ε] = p∈Gy dp [ε|p ];
Vy =

P

ε∈ΓGy

ζy [ε]Wxyi [ε];

Algorithm 2: Arithmetic circuit for a secure downward phase. Standard “C” operator ?: is used at Line 1.1.
One can check that the ancestors of a node xi have is 1 only for a single ε|Gxi (the one selected by the
selected a tuple ε of assignments for Gxi by comput- ancestors). This computation inverses the projection
ing
with max done on the Upward path.
Y
The following computation, of Vy where y is a child
ζxi [ε] =
dp [ε|p ]
(1)
of
xi , is done over all tuples ε of assignments for Gy
p∈Gxi
and selects the optimal value of the subtree rooted in
which will have value 1 if that holds and 0 otherwise. y.
The following sums are over all tuples ε of assignX
ments for Gxi ∪ {xi }.
Vy =
ζy [ε]Wxyi [ε]
dxi [v] = hxi [v]

X

ε∈ΓGy

Q
The factor ζy [ε] = ( p∈Gy dp [ε|p ]) is 1 only for
the actual tuple selected by ancestors of y, and the
factor Wxyi [ε] weights the optimal tuple with its cost
in the subtree. Note that ζy can be reused at the
computation of dy .
In certain cases, namely for small |Gxi \ Gy |, it will
be faster to compute ζy from ζxi rather than with its
definition in Eq. 1. This can be done with a single
multiplication per item:
X
(2)
ζxi [ε′ ].
ζy [ε] = dxi [ε|{xi } ]

ζxi [ε|Gxi ]δK (Vxi , Wxi [ε])

ε|{xi } =v

Q
Here the factor ζxi [ε|Gxi ] = ( p∈Gx dp [ε|p ]) is
i
meant to return 1 if ε|Gxi is included in the partial
assignment selected by the ancestor nodes and 0 otherwise. The factor δK (Vxi , Wxi [ε]) is meant to return
1 if the extension of the ancestor’s assignment with
xi = v leads to an optimal cost for the current subtree. The product of these two factors is summed
over all tuples where xi = v. At most one of the
terms of this summation is 1 because the first factor

ε′ ∈ΓGxi ,ε′|G =ε
y
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The computation steps required by the downward
phase are detailed in Algorithm 2. At the end of
this computation, the vectors dxi hold a shared unary
constraint allowing a single value for xi , namely the
one in the optimal solution. These unary constraints
can then be unshuffled [21]. Note that security also
requires the use of dedicated techniques for ensuring
fairness, e.g., by quasi-simultaneous revelation of solutions [7].

if). The total cost for the downward step is therefore
O(ndg+1 ) multiplications.
Therefore, the total complexity of the secure version is O(ndg+1 ). If the unsecure downward version
with immediate revelation of assignments in solutions
is used, then the complexity is also O(ndg+1 ). For
forest constraint graphs (g = 1) this implies a linear
complexity, tractable and much better than the algorithms in [24]. If shuffling of constraints and unshuffling of solution vectors dx are used to randomize the
Security Analysis Since the whole computation is selection of the solution, then the cost of the shuffling
an arithmetic circuit, we are guaranteed that nothing is also added [21].
else is learned except for what can be inferred from
the initial knowledge, the result and the used algoExtensions and Applications
rithm (order on values and variables). To reduce to 5
statistical leaks what can be inferred from the algorithm, we had shown earlier [25] that the algorithm A version of Secure Stochastic Optimization can be
needs to pick a solution randomly over the optimal obtained by trimming the intermediary data strucsolutions. This is achieved here by shuffling the do- tures at each node on the Upward phase. Somemains of the variables [25]. Optionally the variables thing similar was proposed for non-cryptographic
can also be shuffled [17]. It was proven in [25] that techniques in [12].
shuffling values (and variables) does not lead to a
Remark 2 Note that sorting the set of weights beuniform distribution in the probability of selecting a
fore trimming (in a beam-search like approach) is posgiven solution among other alternatives (uniform dissible, but only for some applications. E.g., in auctributions minimizing statistical leaks at repeated intions one has to ensure that the same tuples survive
volvement of a secret in different computations [18]).
the pruning at each different optimization subproblem
Therefore the level of privacy offered by the MPCappearing in the Clarke tax computations [16].
DisWCSP3 and MPC-DisWCSP4 optimization algorithms proposed in [18, 24, 20] is still higher for seAn immediate application for secure DCOPs is
crets involved in different computations.
in performing the intermediary optimizations steps
for Clarke tax in generalized Vickrey auctions, and
related auction clearance mechanisms. If a secure
4 Complexity Analysis
stochastic version is used [23], then one has to use
The Upward step is called once for each variable xi the same pruning (with the same surviving tuples)
and the number of operations for each variable is lin- for each different optimization task on a given probear in the number of elements of Wxi , i.e., exponen- lem, as explained in [16].
tial in |Gxi | + 1. The total cost for the upward step is
O(ndg+1 ), where d is the maximum size of a domain Extension to omnidirectional propagations It
of a variable, and g is the maximum value for |Gxi |, has been shown in [14] that the utility propagation
i.e. the induced width of the used DFS tree.
can be made omnidirectional by circulating messages
In the Downward step there exists a while loop for in all directions along the DFS tree (also top-down,
each variable xi and for each variable xi there is a from each node to its children). In this version, a
summations for each element in Wxi and two sum- message from a parent to its child summarizes the
mations for each element of WFxxi , each term having utility information from all the problem except the
i
one multiplication (assuming the first branch of the subtree of that child. Joining the message from the
8

parent with the ones received from the children gives timization into SMC [19], the first programming laneach node a global view of the system, logically mak- guage that translates [1]’s theory of secure compilaing each node in the system equivalent to the root in tions of arithmetic circuits into practice.
the simple DPOP scheme. Projecting out all dimensions from this joined message gives each node the
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